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The number of Amazon Alexa devices
being used in homes is predicted to
reach 128 million by 2020.1 Researchers
estimate Amazon could gain more than
$10 billion in revenues from voiceactivated internet sales over that same
time period.
The popularity of virtual assistants (VAs) in the
home has spurred technology companies to
create voice-activated devices for workplace
environments. These devices ease interactions with
physical workspaces, technology tools and company
applications to handle a wide range of office tasks
such as managing meeting rooms, starting video
conferences and merging calendars.2
Although workplace applications are still relatively
new, at least 19% of global organizations are already
using VAs and 46% expect to have them in the office
by 2022.3 The field of office VA candidates includes
Amazon’s Alexa for Business, Alphabet’s Google,
Apple’s Siri and Microsoft’s Cortana. Even Staples
has the Digital Easy Button with voice interface for
ordering office supplies and managing business
accounts on the Staples Easy System.4

While the popularity of VA devices is spurring
their adoption in the workplace, many IT
executives are concerned about the security
and privacy risks they create for companies.
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Werner Vogels, Amazon’s chief technology officer,
believes voice interface was the game-changer
for VA devices, both at home and in the workplace.
Using one’s voice to make requests is the most
natural way to interact with technology. It is
instinctive, spontaneous and requires no knowledge
of complex interface systems.5 Users appreciate
the ease, convenience and value of using VA devices.
Office VAs are Internet of Things (IoT) devices
with voice activation. They can interact with
many corporate network applications such as
conferencing and phone systems, customer
relationship management (CRM) software, and
travel and expense reporting and systems. As more
IoT applications and custom corporate programs
using voice interface are created, office VAs will be
at the hub of linking employees and customers to
new workplace technology.
SECURITY CONCERNS
While the popularity of VA devices is spurring their
adoption in the workplace, many IT executives are
concerned about the security and privacy risks they
create for companies. Voice activation adds another
layer of concern for cybersecurity risks.
Like any IoT device with a microphone, VA devices
are always on and listening. Audio recordings of
private or sensitive information can be transmitted
through them, either inadvertently or for malicious
intent. VAs can record conversations as long as
the power source is on and even if the microphone
is turned off.6 Developers are working to create
security protocols to overcome these concerns.

These smart devices can make life easier and
more efficient, but employees must be vigilant
to protect personal, corporate and customer
data when using VA devices in the workplace.

Many companies are developing their own
security standards and protocols for office VA
use.7 Companies with existing security policies
for IoT devices are adding controls and protocols
specifically for VA devices. For example, VA devices
should not be located in areas where sensitive
conversations are held or private information is
verbally shared.
As VAs become more commonplace and
personalized to the user, some employees may
bring their own VAs to work. When employees
began bringing their smartphones to work,
companies had to develop “BYOD” smartphone
policies, and so “BYOD” VA policies will likely
follow suit.

Raising employee awareness of the potential
privacy and security risks that VA devices present
will be an important part of corporate VA security
policies and training. These smart devices can
make life easier and more efficient, but employees
must be vigilant to protect personal, corporate
and customer data when using VA devices in the
workplace.

To discuss these topics in more detail,
please contact your PNC Relationship
Manager.
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